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Become An
Activated Expert

educated
labor-leader

Here, this
is for you!

Activated

Hmmm...

Mark B.F.

WOW!

This is so wonderful! I want to
learn more about it!
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Xn Issue 13, November 2002
Xn is for ages 12 and up.
Parents or teachers, you may
read age-appropriate portions
of this mag with younger
audiences, at your discretion.
If you have submissions for
Xn, please send them to
pubs@wsfamily.com. Xn is a
nonprofit publication, published
free for members. Not to be sold.
Copyright © 2002 by The Family.
DFO. Cover art by Tiago.
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Check out
Interview
with a
Walking
Encyclopedia.
Was the Queen
of Sheba the
same person as
Queen Makeda
from Ethiopia?
Nobody knows for
sure! But it makes
for fun reading!

Keys Promise

iritual eyes
I will open your sp power of
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Notable Quote
What’s the main job of the
Family?—To witness the Words
to the waiting world!—Dad
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Xn:

Happy Christmas to you all! We

love you and are claiming the keys
to help you to spread the Lord’s love
everywhere this Christmas!

Sometimes you spend so much time trying to figure out your
life that you leave little time or mental ability to actually live it! You
can make such an issue out of simple things that they lose their
beauty. I want to give you back this gift you have lost—the gift of
simplicity, of appreciating the beauty in the things that, though they
may seem small, are real—far more real than the delusions which
seem so grand but are based and founded on nothing. I want you
to live more in the reality of what your life is, and dwell less in the
realm of what “could be” or “might have been.”
ML #3401:110
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Mike D.

Live Your Life!
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Is

M

y
ission
You?

(Akmeel, angelic
being speaking:) I’m
a fighter in training.
I’m training to be a
defender of the faith in
these last days.
By Earth years I’d
be about 14 years old.
I’ve been training for
some time now for
this mission. And you
know what? It’s one
of you! I was assigned
to someone two years
younger than me
(this is by Earth years
because in Heaven we
don’t have the same

measure of ages), but
I don’t know who it
is yet. Is it you? Jesus
told me that someone
is going to request
my help, but I haven’t
heard from you yet.
The artist was
inspired to draw my
picture so that one
of you could ask me
to come and be your
defender. I’m just
awaiting my orders.
Will you be my
commander? I’d love
to fight by your side.
Oh, I nearly forgot

Keys Promise
The keys put the power of Heaven at your fingertips.
4

to mention that I’m
part of an entire class of
warriors. I was chosen
as the spokesperson
for our whole class. We
have been trained by
the Lord to help you,
but we’re waiting for
you to call on us.
So call on us and
we’ll be your defenders
and partners in this big
fight of the Endtime.
Don’t keep us
waiting. We’ve been
waiting to come to your
aid and we just can’t
wait any longer. Get
your defender today!
linkUP

shopping
mall

you lead
(Jesus:) Every time
y
ever time
a soul to Me,
a person,
you pray with
s a great
that prayer ha
the life of
impact on both
o got saved,
the person wh
s of those
and in the live
ntact with.
he comes in co
It’s like a chain reaction.

One little soul might not
seem like a whole lot to
you. You could even say
that if that person lived
a good life, even if he
didn’t get saved, then when
he died he’d have a chance
to receive Me. But when
you think of how that
one saved soul can affect
another person, and that
person another person, it’s
just amazing! It really is.

blade

i
believe!
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My love and spirit moves
and grows in the hearts
of those who open up and
receive Me.

And as they yield and blossom under the sunshine
of My love, their sample and thus My witness is
poured out on those around them.

let me
help you!

hi, suzy!
nice day today,
isn’t it?

thank
you!
Even if they don’t outwardly witness to their friends
and relatives or do great works, the sample that they
show and the loving actions they do go far beyond
what any dead church sermon could do.

what
happended
to mel?

want me to
help you with
your algebra,
herbert?

could
you?
that’d be
wonderful!

It’s the action that counts
and that really changes lives.
6

blade

So don’t be discouraged if
you think that you’re barely
making a dent in the big
job there is of winning the
world for Me. It’s a heart by
heart process, one soul at
a time, and each one is as
important to Me as the next.

!
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n
i
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I want everyone to get a chance to know Me in this life. Of course there are
many who have died and never had a chance to receive Me, and when they arrived up
Here, they got their chance to hear My message of salvation.

lesson #1

salvation!

blade
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Reach One Heart

But these ones had to go through life without
ever hearing of Me or truly knowing Me.
Perhaps their lives weren’t terrible, but they
suffered loneliness without Me, an empty feeling,
they endured hardships, divorce, sickness, anger,
and fear, all with no one to turn to.

I want to be there for
each and every person.
I want to fulfill that
empty place in each
heart. So thank you
for giving the world
a chance to know Me.
Thank you for being
My hands and My feet
to reach the lost. You
never lose by giving
And all the Heavenly
host rejoices over each
person that is saved—
Another precious soul
won for My Kingdom.
8
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Christmas
Gifts

My heart is heavy,
for My lost sheep
are left bleating.
Will you give My
Word, My hope,
My life to those
you meet, as
though everything
depended on it?

Based on

“My
Christmas
Heartcry!”
ML #3261,
GN 865 and
“Action
Through
Prayer, Part
3,” ML #3339,
GN 933

This Christmas
could be your
last chance
to give My
Word to that
particular
person,

The last opportunity to
pass that tract to them,

To share that smile
or look of love,

to give them My answer
to their problems.

season

s greetings

Art by
Jeremy

comic feature
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I

n Puebla, Mexico, the Lord had shown
the team there to use their band,
Luna, as their main form of outreach
during Christmas.
Throughout the year, Luna
often performed in clubs,
hotels, in plazas, and
at their local and area
Activated meetings.

mexico
The municipal
office faxed
us.

During September and
October their free time
was spent focusing
on putting together
their Christmas show,
which rapidly fell
into place.

I think we
should try the
chorus again!

They’re
asking if Luna
could play
on Christmas
Eve at the
Caliente
youth hang
out.

You’re
kidding!
That’s so
cool!

We do
have one show in
the morning, but
we’d probably
be able to do
both.

10

comic feature

Good
idea.

Let’s
pray and find
out what the
Lord wants
us to do.

...and Lord
help us to be
faithful to be the
witnesses You
need us to be!

Christmas Eve.

I think this is
the largest
crowd I’ve ever
performed
for.

You guys
almost ready?

Just
about…

suddenly...
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What
happened?

comic feature

Black out! I’ll
see if I can
find out any
information.
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Fifteen
minutes later…

Looks like no electricity
for the rest of the evening.
The generator isn’t
working, and they don’t
have a backup one.

What are we going
to do? The Lord
gave us a clear
confirmation about
performing here
today.

We’ve been
following what
He’s been saying all
along, so He must
have a reason for
this.

Yes, He instructed
us to come here,
and He told us to
reach out to those
in need.

later
I’ve tried to end
my life … I couldn’t
take it any more.

I agree. Let’s
pray and ask
Him what we
should do.

Jesus can help
you. That’s why
He came to Earth
many Christmases
ago…

12

comic feature

Can you sing that
song again … “Let
the Whole World
Know”?

The next morning.

Merry
Christmas,
everyone!

merry
christmas,
mer!

B U EN
C A FE

Wasn’t that
a great
witnessing time
last night?

comic feature

Yeah! That girl I was
talking with told me that
our songs gave her hope,
and made her realize there’s
something to live for. She
wants to learn more about
Jesus and the Bible.

13

Those people we
were doing the gypsy
dance with … they kept
bringing more and
more friends.

And they all
received the
Lord.

We got out a
bunch of Activated
magazines and
also got several
addresses to
follow up on.

That probably
would’ve never
happened if the
electricity had
stayed on.

This is the best
Christmas I’ve ever
had!

“Thank you
for making My
sacrifice on the
first Christmas
worthwhile.”

“You are fulfilling
My plan and helping to
complete what I began by
reaching My lost ones and
telling them where they can
find truth and freedom,
happiness and fulfillment
forevermore!”

14

comic feature

ROMANIA

or the last two Christmases
F
the Home in TimiŞoara, Romania,
had taken a two-week road trip
to the south of Romania.

However, this year
the Lord instructed
them to put together
a show and visit the
local children’s
hospitals with the
sponsorship and
assistance of their
Active members, to
bring the message of
Christmas to the sick
and needy, as well
as the hospital staff
and supervisors.

I was
wondering if you’d
be interested in
sponsoring these
videos…

Emil and Nicolae became
the official clowns, and
the rest of the team
joined in, doing their part
to contribute to the show.
Lord, I’m really not the
greatest clown. It’s so
humbling, and I feel I’m
going to mess this all up.

I’ve always looked
forward to going on the
road at Christmas. But
if this is what You want
us to do, then I pray
You will help me to be
everything You need me
to be. Anoint me for the
job. …

Help me to be
Your love and
encouragement for
these dear ones.

comic feature

Continued on page 18...
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We have the wonderful privilege of
entering this magnificent palace in order to
interview our dear king Solomon, the man
who has brought peace to our nation after
so many years of innumerable wars and
difficulties with our neighboring countries.
Bible Times: Your Majesty, it’s rumored
among many of our scholars that you have
written as many as 3000 proverbs.
King Solomon: An exaggeration, my
son. Although I wrote many of them, I
didn’t write all of them.
Bible Times: Can you please quote
some of your most famous ones, and what
they mean?
King Solomon: Let me see ... what
about, “The fear of the LORD is the

Bible Times: A beautiful song indeed.
What about other literary and scientific
works? It is common knowledge that you
have given lectures on science, lectures
which amaze our greatest scholars.
King Solomon: I have indeed expounded

KING SOLOMON AND QUEEN MAKEDA IN A RELAXING
MOMENT WHEN SHE WAS VISITING ISRAEL

Tiago

Some workers, located in chambers that
are close to the surface of the ground,
remove the seed’s outer husk and carry it
outside. Next, workers transport the inner,
nutritious part of the seed to a deeper
chamber that is reserved for storing seeds.
If a seed is damp and at risk for rotting,
the ants carry it to the surface and wait for
it to dry before bringing it to the storage
chamber. Anyway, the whole subject is
fascinating!
Bible Times: OK, let’s get a bit more
personal, if I may. How many wives and
concubines do you have, Your Majesty?
King Solomon: I don’t really count
them, but I believe I have around 700 wives
and 300 concubines…

INTERVIEW WITH A WALKING ENCYCLOPEDIA

Nisan, 942 B.C.

Price: 2 shekels

The Bible Times

Since 4078 B.C.

beginning of knowledge: but fools despise
wisdom and instruction.” It may seem a
very new concept to some of us, but our
ancients had already penned this. For
example, our great spiritual father Job
once said, “And unto man he said, Behold,
the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to
depart from evil is understanding.”
Another one that I personally like and
I used in my collection is, “A wise man
will hear, and will increase learning; and a
man of understanding shall attain unto wise
counsels: To understand a proverb, and the
interpretation; the words of the wise, and
their dark sayings.” The more you hear the
Word the easier it will be to understand the
parables and deep sayings you find in the
Word of God.
Bible Times: Beautiful and wise adages,
I must say.
King Solomon: Yes. I wish more took
heed to them.
Bible Times: It is also said that you
have written many great hit songs such as
that beautiful one which starts with … let
me see if I remember the tune…
“Give the king thy judgments, O
God, and thy righteousness unto the
king’s son. He shall judge thy people
with righteousness, and thy poor with
judgment.”
King Solomon: Yes, I wrote about a
thousand of them.

on trees, as they are all around us and yet we
often take for granted what a marvelous
creation of God they are. I also spoke of
plants which are directly linked with the
worship of the Lord. Take, for example, the
cedar tree, which I have imported in large
quantity from Lebanon for the building
of the Temple. However, in God’s eyes
size isn’t all, which is why I also gave an
extensive lecture on the hyssop, which our
priests use for sprinkling water in their
ceremonies.
Bible Times: You have also spoken
about animals, haven’t you?
King Solomon: Yes, I have spoken of
beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things,
and of fishes. I have mentioned some of
these animals in my collection of proverbs,
mainly taken from extensive observation of
their behavior. You probably remember my
proverb about the ant.
“Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider
her ways, and be wise: Which having no
guide, overseer, or ruler,
Provideth her meat in the summer,
and gathereth her food in the harvest.”
These so-called harvester ants, which
are noted for their industriousness, live in
the arid or semiarid parts of our nation.
They ensure a continuous food supply
by collecting seeds and storing them in
special underground chambers for use
when other types of food are scarce.

Bible Times: I’m guessing that these
women keep Your Majesty very busy. I
don’t know how you can find time to write
songs, proverbs, and do scientific work!
King Solomon: Well, there’s a time for
everything…
Bible Times: It mustn’t be easy to
please them all, especially when some
of them are from different religions and
faithfully worship a god that is not ours.
King Solomon: I know what you are
trying to say. Some of my opponents say
that I am being influenced by my wives and
that in my attempt to please them I am also
worshipping their gods.
Bible Times: Is it true, Your Majesty?
King Solomon: Next question?
Bible Times: Since we are talking
about women from other nations, there are
reports of your involvement with the Queen
Makeda of Sheba and that Menelik, her son
with you, is now being reared to become a
Jewish king among her people.
King Solomon: If that’s the case, then
my involvement with women like Makeda,
who used to worship the sun, is helping
spread the faith of our fathers among the
nations.
Bible Times: Thank you very much for
giving us some of your precious time, Your
Majesty.
King Solomon: May the Lord bless you
and give you peace.

... Continued from page 15

“I ask for your hands.
I ask for your feet.”

Jesus' love is
very wonderful...

!
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“I ask for your mouths, your lips,
your tongues, your smiles, your eyes.”
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comic feature

Thank you for coming!
And thank you for
explaining the Activated
mag! The staff have
signed up for it!

I would like
you to come back and
offer Activated to all the
parents at another holiday
event shortly!

“I ask for your readiness and
willingness. I ask, ‘Will you seize every
golden opportunity I bring your way?”

Dear Friends,
Thank you for visiting
us this
Christmas. I was so
sad, because I
couldn’t be with my fa
mily at home,
but you made me so
happy with your
songs and show. I es
pecially liked the
clowns. I also really lik
ed the picture
of Jesus and the child
re
to make Jesus happy n, and I want
on His birthday
too, just like you made
me happy.
Merry Christmas,
Your new friend,
Ivona

comic feature
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through their
Midway
Christmas push.

BRAZIL

…And this company
said they wanted
to take 150 CD
cards!
Thank You,
Lord!

I wish I could be
doing outreach this
Christmas, rather
than staying back
with the kids.

I thought
Christmas was
supposed to be
about reaching the
lost, not feeding
babies.

But I guess that’s
what happens when
you’re a Home body
and aren’t dynamic
like others…

“You at home share
equally in the rewards
with those who pass
out My Words.”

That’s how I should
contribute—through my
prayers! I’ll make prayer my
Christmas push. Lord, I claim
the key of witnessing…

hey! ...

prayer is not
the least you
can do, but the
most you can do!

“Will you give your all to pray
for them and for the lost, to
encourage and uphold those
who go out, even in the midst
of your other duties?”

20

comic feature

A few days later.

Check that out!
Things are really
rocking this
Christmas! I’m
going to keep on
praying.

Tina and I were
praying a bit
last night about
our Christmas
outreach.

The following morning.

the Lord
suggested we
hold an open
house for our
friends and
contacts.

Here’s the todo list the Lord
gave us. How do
we want to divide
it up?

During the evening
some of our Active
members could
give their personal
testimonies.

Excellent idea! It’d
be a wonderful way
to draw our new
contacts closer.

I have a burden
to work on the
invitations, and
call our Active
members.
I’ll practice
the kids’ show with
them, and then work
on provisioning this
afternoon.

comic feature
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f e l iz a n i

December 23rd.

!
s
u
s
e
j
versario,

Thank you for
inviting us! It’s
wonderful to
get to know
you better.

happy
Christmas,
Fabio!

Wow, the
setup is
impressive!

You brought
your brother.

We just followed
exactly what the Lord
showed us. Thanks also
for your help with the
pickups.

22
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Yes, I thought it
would help him to hear
other Active members’
testimonies and not
just my own, since he’s
familiar with me.

Of course.
We’re happy to
have him.

But man, does
he irk me!

He’s so selfassured, and is
always trying to
flirt with me.

Later that evening.

Silvia?

Oh no!

Hi, Ernesto. I
hope you’ve
been enjoying
yourself.

comic feature

Yes, thank you.
The show was
beautiful. I…

23

“There are those who
pretend to have the
answers when inside
they have only a great
emptiness, crying out to
be filled; who pretend to
know where they’re going,
but are so very lost.”

Talk with him.
Tell him more
about Me.

Would you
like to sit
down?

I haven’t given
Jesus anything
of me.

The testimonies
of your friends were
so incredible. And the
words to that song
the children sang,
“What can I give
Him?”
Later that
evening.

Thank you for talking
with me, Silvia. It’s made
all the difference. I’ll see
you at the Bible study
next week.

…How do I
start?

Goodnight,
Silvia.

Goodnight,
Ernesto. Merry
Christmas!

24
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This is from
Jesus to you!

The following day.

Ernesto!
What a nice
surprise!

I’ve been thinking
about all you said
last night.

Thank you.
That’s so sweet.
Would you like
to come in?

I’d love to, but I’m
already late for an
appointment, but I’ll be
here next week for my
Bible class.

And I want
to do something
more to help you
and your work,
like my brother is
doing.

I’m so glad
I followed the Lord’s
check and took the time
to witness to him. He’s so
sheepy. Amazing!

It’s … it’s, half a
month’s rent!
And happy
birthday,
Jesus!

And who would’ve
ever thought it’d
be from Ernesto?!

comic feature
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What are the gifts I’m most pleased with, My loves?
Your love for the lost,
as I have loved you.

Your desire to give them My gift of
eternal life, as I have given you.

John 3:16
says…
…and come
into my
heart…

…and
come into
my heart…

Your faithfulness to
give My Word to those
I bring across your
path, that you might
lead them to Me.

Now you are
going to
Heaven!

These are the gifts I most long for.
26
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we read it on

101 More, Part 2

NEWSWIRE

(Excerpts from 101 more replies and reactions to “The Professionals.”)

The Family beats the System
By Andrew (20), Philippines
I’m 20 years old and I haven’t necessarily had an easy life. I live in a small Home with only four
voting members. I take care of the kids, clean the house, and I have little or no fellowship with other
Family teens (not to mention sex) since our Home is the only one on an island far from the other Homes
in the country. The contact I do have with other Family members is usually in the form of the occasional
long-distance phone call or notes sent via e-mail. I work on my own education by studying in the
afternoons and on weekends. To top all this off, I also have a brain tumor which is something that not
only I, but the whole Home, has to deal with.
Sure it’s tough at times, but it’s a choice that I’ve made—no one forced me to be a disciple. I see so
many young people in the world every day with messed up lives, tyrannical parents, and insane rules
that I’m more than happy to sacrifice some of the so-called freedoms in order to serve the Lord.
Like Jesus said, “If any man will come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and
let him follow after Me. For whosoever shall save his life shall lose it but whosoever shall lose his life for
My sake, the same shall save it.”
I want to be a professional disciple and I am not ashamed to stand up and say so. The Family may
not be perfect but it still beats the System at its best!

The only Family for me!
By a female in South America
I’ve been in the Family over seven years. I joined when I was 24 and the decision to forsake
everything has been the most valuable thing that I’ve done in my life!
I think since the Shakeup 2000, the “Conviction vs. Compromise” series, Activated, and the board
vision, the Family is really going the right direction. The only thing missing is for everyone to decide that
being in the Family is what they want and to DO their part.

Don’t sabotage my way of life!
By Mark (16), Croatia
I live in a Home that raises new disciples (so far we’ve had 14 altogether), therefore we have a
much stricter standard of the rules, which must be kept by everyone in the Home—us Family-borns
included. That’s to say that going out to “have fun” should be the furthest thing from our heads because
that’s the life that they just came from and are trying to pull out of. Almost all these new disciples were
from that kind of background of drinking, going to bars and pubs, and doing drugs with their friends and
whatnot. I won’t say that rules haven’t been a prick in my side now and then, but when I look at them
from a broader perspective I can truly see them as a wall of protection from a world that has lost sight of
the most important rules of all.
we read it on newswire
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Endtime

Hunger
Pangs
Q:

How are we going
to be fed in the
Endtime? Like, what
will we do when we’re
down to nothing,
haven’t got a clue
where to get food,
and certainly don’t
feel like any great
Moses or Elijah, able
to be fed out of the
clear blue?

Art by
Sabine

A:

(Jesus:) You don’t
have to be anything
far-out in your mind
for Me to care for you.
Elijah didn’t feel like
he was some flaming,
super-dude, who could
get all he wanted, when
he wanted it.

Those miracles I performed through him were what the time and moment warranted.
When the time comes when you need some extra celestial help, I’ll be there in full force.
28

blade

When you feel you are weakest, and need Me to the max, that’s when I most like to show you how great I can be,
how real I am, and what a top-notch job I can do for you, My brave fighters.
WOW, MANNA!!

I HAVEN’T
EATEN SINCE LAST
MONTH AND I FEEL
GREAT!

THANKS, JUST WHAT
WE NEEDED.

IT’S GREAT NOT TO
HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT
WASHING DISHES!

You will have all that you need, whether it takes manna
from Heaven, friends and secret suppliers, or just
being able to go on without feeling the need for it...

WILL THERE BE
SOME DESSERT?

YOU’D BETTER EAT UP,
ELIJAH, THIS IS GOING TO HAVE TO
LAST YOU FOR THE NEXT
40 DAYS!

... like Elijah did for forty days and nights, after I sent the angel to fix him
up with a good hearty snack. I can do the impossible.
blade
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THANKS FOR
COMING TO THE BIBLE CLASS.
… SEE YOU TOMORROW…

HEY, YOU KNOW, I WAS ALSO
ABLE TO GO WITHOUT EATING.

As you focus on
My needs and
the needs of the
sheep, I’ll see that
the rest is taken
care of.

YOU SHOULD’VE
SEEN THE PEP-UP SNACK
I WAS GIVEN…

You’ll have great stories to share when you meet together at
last in Heaven, of the awesome display of My supernatural power
and loving care of you during the darkest days of man’s history.

What a rush! Wait’ll you see the things I’m gonna do, My Endtime warriors.
30

The End.
blade

…BUT WITHOUT THIS STIRRING OF THE POT, THOSE WHO
WILL STAND WILL NOT HAVE OPPORTUNITY TO COME
FORWARD
AND BE
COUNTED.

LORD,
HELP ME!

GIVE UP,
JASON!

START





I KNOW THE HEAT OF THE BATTLE RAGES
HOT AND HEAVY UPON YOU, MY CHILDREN…

WITHOUT THIS TURNING UP OF THE FURNACE,
YOUR FAITH WILL NOT BE MADE GOLD, WHICH
IS NECESSARY IF YOU ARE TO WITHSTAND THE
EVIL ONE IN THE LAST DAY.

JUMP!
YOU WILL
BE SAFE!





BUT REMEMBER, YOU DO NOT STAND ALONE. I TURN UP
THE HEAT ON ALL MY CHILDREN, THAT THE WORTHY MAY
BE COUNTED.
—”CONVICTION VERSUS
COMPROMISE, PART 2,”
ML #3362:222.

SHOULD I?…
MAYBE THE
SIRENS ARE
LYING…

HERE, JASON!
HOLD MY
HAND.

THANK
YOU,
JESUS!
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